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Executive Summary 
The State’s planning efforts, including SWSI 2010 and Basin Implementation Plans, have led to the initial 
development and subsequent revision of “Identified Projects and Processes” (IPP) datasets for each Basin 
Roundtable.  These datasets reflect potential projects and processes identified by stakeholders in each 
basin that may be developed in the future. Due to the complexity of studies, variation by basin and 
number of entities involved, IPP data across basins are inconsistent in content and format.  The Technical 
Update is reviewing and formatting IPP data to ensure that useful data products can be created and 
analyses can be performed consistently. 

The following goals were identified in developing a consistent method for representing and using IPP 
datasets: 

• Review existing IPP datasets from each Basin Roundtable 

• Develop standard data fields that capture key IPP parameters 

• Convert Basin Roundtable IPP datasets to standard format 

• Create basic data visualizations (i.e. web-enabled maps and graphics) to display IPP data 
 

IPP DATASET CONTENT STANDARDS 
After a review of each Basin Roundtable’s IPP dataset, the principal recommendation for developing a 
standard IPP dataset for the Technical Update effort was for the datasets to exist in a flat Excel file format 
and implement standard dataset fields.  The term “flat” means that each line (row) of data contains one 
record corresponding to an IPP, with columns representing data fields.  Excel is a common tool and the 
flat format can be maintained relatively easily by many users. Additionally, Excel can be integrated with 
multiple software tools and geospatial programs. Standard IPP dataset fields and formatting standards 
are listed below.   

 

Table 1.  Standard IPP dataset fields. 

Field Name Description 

Section for 

Detailed 

Discussion 

Project_ID  

Unique project identifier in the format of Basin-Year-Number (e.g. 

ARK-2015-0001) that also allows for cross-reference between 

datasets and use by software tools. 

4.1 

Project_Name Project name only. 4.1 

Project_Description Narrative content that explains the project in greater detail. 4.2 

Project_Keywords Indicator of one or more types such as storage, ATM. 4.2 

Status 
Implementation phase of the project; standard terms such as 

Completed, Planned, Implementation Ongoing. 
4.3 

Lead_Proponent Main entity proposing/leading IPP project. 4.4 

Lead_Contact 
Name/organization of main entity that can be contacted regarding 

the project and their affiliation. 
4.4 

Municipal_Ind_Need % of project dedicated to municipal/industrial need. 4.5 

Agricultural_Need % of project dedicated to agricultural need. 4.5 
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Field Name Description 

Section for 

Detailed 

Discussion 

Envr_Rec_Need % of project dedicated to environmental/recreational need. 4.5 

Admin_Need % of project dedicated to administrative need. 4.5 

Latitude Latitude of the project’s general point location in decimal degrees. 4.6 

Longitude 
Longitude of the project’s general point location in decimal 

degrees. 
4.6 

Lat_Long_Flag Indication of how Latitude and Longitude were determined. 4.6 

County County where project is located. 4.6 

Water_District Water District where project is located. 4.6 

Estimated_Yield 

Estimated amount of water the project yields (average annual 

volume) or amount of water kept in a stream (average flow rate), 

based on high-level modeling. 

4.7 

Yield_Units 
Unit of measure for capacity; including acre-feet (AF) or cubic-feet-

per-second (cfs). 
4.7 

Estimated_Capacity 

Maximum amount of water the project stores, diverts, conveys, 

etc. For E&R projects, this could be linear miles of stream or area 

of watershed affected. 

4.7 

Capacity_Units 
Unit of measure for capacity; including acre-feet (AF) or cubic-feet-

per-second (cfs), stream length (miles), or area (acres). 
4.7 

Estimated_Cost    
Total cost to implement the project including capital and 

operations and maintenance (O&M). 
4.8 

 

IPP DATASET PRODUCTS 
Ultimately, two primary data products were developed through this effort: a consistent standard table 
reflecting the statewide IPP dataset and mapping products displaying the IPP datasets. As noted above, 
the original IPP datasets were inconsistent across each basin and many of the basins did not provide 
information that could be represented using the standard fields in Table 1. The consultant team relied on 
the meaning of the individual basin’s IPP fields and engineering judgement to convert original IPP 
datasets over to the standard IPP format. As reflected in Table 2, several basins did not have data for all 
standard fields and those fields were left blank in the standard IPP dataset deliverable.  Translation of the 
original data to normalized form was automated using table and spatial data processing commands of the 
CDSS TSTool software, to allow the process to be adjusted and repeated.  
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Table 2.  Standard IPP data fields and presence of fields in final basin IPP datasets. 
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Project_ID X X X X X X X X 

Project_Name X X X X X X X X 

Project_Description X  X X   X X 

Project_Keywords         

Status X X X    X  

Lead_Proponent X X X  X X X X 

Lead_Contact X  X X  X X  

Municipal_Ind_Need X X X X X X X X 

Agricultural_Need X X X X X  X X 

Envr_Rec_Need X X X X X  X X 

Admin_Need     X    

Latitude X X X X X X X X 

Longitude X X X X X X X X 

County X X X X X X X X 

Lat_Long_Flag         

Water_District X X X X X X X X 

Estimated_Yield X X X   X   

Yield_Units X X X   X   

Estimated_Capacity X     X   

Capacity_Units X     X   

Estimated_Cost X X X  X X   

 

Section 1: Introduction 
The State’s planning efforts, including SWSI 2010 and Basin Implementation Plans, have led to the initial 
development and subsequent revision of “Identified Projects and Processes” (IPP) datasets for each Basin 
Roundtable.  These datasets reflect potential projects and processes identified by stakeholders in each 
basin that may be developed in the future. IPP datasets for consumptive projects are typically lists of 
structural projects defined with varying levels of detail and may or may not include spatial data.  IPP 
datasets for non-consumptive (i.e. environment and recreation or E&R) projects typically include a spatial 
component because those projects often involve stream reaches. These datasets have been updated and 
referenced during current and previous SWSI efforts, Basin Implementation Plans (BIPs), Colorado Water 
Plan (CWP) and other studies.  This memorandum focuses on consumptive IPP projects, although ongoing 
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coordination between Technical Update contractors can consider how best to integrate updated E&R 
data with IPP data in the future. 

Due to the complexity of studies, variation by basin and number of entities involved, IPP data across 
basins are inconsistent in content and format.  The Technical Update is reviewing and formatting IPP data 
to ensure that useful data products can be created and analyses can be performed consistently.  In 
particular, it is desirable to establish consistency in data and stewardship of data, as well as to confirm the 
most current IPP datasets.  Improvements in data format, content and handling can benefit later phases 
of the Technical Update, BIP updates and other State planning efforts.   

The following goals were identified in developing a consistent method for representing and using IPP 
datasets: 

 

• Review existing IPP datasets from each Basin Roundtable 

• Develop standard data fields that capture key IPP parameters 

• Convert Basin Roundtable IPP datasets to standard format 

• Create basic data visualizations (i.e. web-enabled maps and graphics) to display IPP data 

Additional recommendations regarding the maintenance of the IPP datasets during future Basin 
Implementation Plan updates; linking IPP datasets to other analyses/data products; and integrating IPP 
data into the larger Technical Update modeling efforts were discussed with CWCB during this effort. 
These recommendations, outlined in Appendix D, may be implemented in future Technical Update 
planning efforts, however were not implemented during this task. 

 

Section 2: Review of Existing IPP 

Datasets 
Each Basin Roundtable has created one or more electronic files of IPP data with various data formats and 
levels of detail.  The current version of the files in each basin has most recently been updated by Basin 
Roundtable members or consultants working for the Roundtables.  A request was made to each Basin 
Roundtable to provide the following data and information: 

• Excel workbooks, spatial dataset (geodatabase, shapefile, etc.) and other electronic files.  
Machine-readable files were requested since derived files, such as PDFs and Word documents, 
are not conducive to software processing. 

• Any supporting documentation describing the IPP data that is relevant and is not otherwise 
included in the data files, in particular “metadata” explaining the data files. 

• Information about where the original data files are maintained and are available, for example 
Dropbox or Roundtable website. 

• Short summary of the process used to create and edit the IPP dataset. For example: 
o indicate key stakeholders at the Roundtable and consultant level (e.g., Consultant X at 

firm Y, Roundtable members A, B, C) 
o process used to create/update/maintain the IPP dataset (e.g., Consultant X updated the 

Excel file based on input from Roundtable) 
o frequency that the dataset is updated and whether an edit history is known (e.g., BIP 

added new projects using X process, BIP used only projects from SWSI 2010) 
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All Basin Roundtables’ IPP datasets exist in Excel format and some also have spatial data in Esri (ArcGIS) 
shapefile format. Table 3 shows the dataset files received from each basin. 

 

Table 3.  IPP dataset files received from each Basin Roundtable. 

Basin IPP Dataset Filename Date Received 
Dataset Available on 

Website? 

Arkansas 
2015 04 09 Arkansas River Basin Project Database GB 

update 6_13_15.xls 
2017-09-12 

Yes, but availability has 

changed over time 

Colorado 

Basinwide_Full_IPP_List_05_27_14.xlsx, 

Eagle_Region_Full_IPP_List.xlsx, 

Grand_Valley_Region_Full_IPP_List.xlsx, 

GrandCo_Full_IPP_List.xlsx, 

Interbasin_Reliance_Full_IPP_List_05_27_14.xlsx, 

MiddleCo_Region_Full_IPP_List.xlsx, 

Roaring_Fork_Region_Full_IPP_List.xlsx, 

State_Bridge_Region_Full_IPP_List.xlsx, 

SummitCo_Region_Full_IPP.xlsx 

2017-09-26 No 

Gunnison 
GBIP_Simplified_Project_List_4-17-15.xlsx; 

GBIP_IPP_GIS.zip 
2017-09-24 No 

North Platte NPBIP_IPPLists.xlsx; NPBIP_IPP_GIS.zip 2017-09-21 No 

Rio Grande 
Updated Tables 8-10_Project Sheet Summaries_09-11-

2017.xlsx 
2017-09-11 No 

South Platte / 

Metro 
Gap Analysis SPMetro HDR Phase 2.xlsx 2017-09-12 

Yes, but in PDF format 

and incomplete 

Southwest 
SWBRT Draft IPP List Clean copy.xlsx; 

IPPs.zip 
2017-09-22 Yes, but in PDF format 

Yampa / White BIP_IPPs.xlsx, IPP_Point.shp, IPP_Reach.shp 2017-10-03 No 

 

Section 3: IPP Dataset Format 
The consultant team recommended the IPP datasets exist in a flat Excel file format.  The term “flat” 
means that each line (row) of data contains one record corresponding to an IPP, with columns 
representing data fields.  This recommendation is made for the following reasons: 

• Excel table/worksheet can be easily reviewed, filtered, edited and processed into other forms 

• Excel provides: 
o commenting ability 
o color-coding and other formatting 
o support in various software 

• A table representation can be represented in various forms, including: 
o Excel 
o comma-separated-value (CSV) 
o database table 
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o spatial data layer attribute table 
o web page table 

• Allows public distribution in machine-readable electronic format, such as: 
o Excel file on a Roundtable website 
o dataset as part of a GitHub repository with version control (or other cloud platform that 

provides version tracking) 
o dataset on the Colorado Information Marketplace (CIM, data.colorado.gov) 
o CDSS Map Viewer 
o online electronic documents on CWCB website 
o distribution as email attachment 
o sharing on Google Drive, Dropbox, etc. 

• Excel file format facilitates versioning the IPP list, as follows: 
o a worksheet (tab) can be added to the IPP dataset workbook to indicate “Date”, “Who” 

and “Comment” for tracking edits to the file 
o the filename can include a date as YYYYMMDD or similar to clearly indicate versions of 

the IPP dataset 
o versioning software such as GitHub can be used, which removes the need to add 

timestamp to filename and allows milestone versions to be “tagged” for retrieval 

It is recognized that some IPPs could benefit from a more complex data representation, in particular 
when one-to-many relationships exist or there is a need to represent spatial data.  For example, an IPP 
may involve multiple stream reaches or have multiple beneficial uses.  In this case, the data can be 
represented by creating additional worksheets within the main dataset file that split one-to-many data 
into one-to-one data without making the main dataset too convoluted or difficult to understand and 
interpret.  Using a spatial data format requires access to and skill with geographic information system 
(GIS) software, which may be a barrier for many. 

The historical evidence is that it has been difficult to acquire basic consistent IPP data.  Therefore, the 
approach was taken to focus on the flat Excel table representation of IPP data while allowing the option 
of more complex formats should they be appropriate.  Future management of the IPP dataset, or 
integration into modeling platforms, may require a more complex data format.  For this effort however, 
the flat Excel format is sufficient to handle the basic IPP information requested by the CWCB. 

 

Section 4: Standard IPP Dataset Fields 
This section discusses the standard IPP dataset fields used in the development of the IPP dataset. Many of 
the basin IPP datasets already contain some of these fields and examples from each basin are provided 
where appropriate.  Required fields are necessary to retain basic dataset integrity and support 
identification and communication.  Optional fields are described in the context of how they will be used, 
but it is recognized that optional data may be difficult to obtain, or perhaps is only available after an IPP 
has reached a certain phase. Some of the fields impose a new data requirement on IPP data beyond what 
has been asked historically.  For example, each IPP needs to include a spatial coordinate that can be used 
to create a map representing all IPPs.  This is a fundamental data element that allows basic visualization 
of the number and spatial distribution of IPPs.  The following data fields (Table 4) are discussed in 
subsequent sections. 

Note that an initial set of potential IPP dataset fields were provided to CWCB for review, a portion of 
which were intended to capture specific project components necessary for future modeling of the IPP 
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(e.g. project diversion location, project delivery point). As many of the IPP datasets provided by the Basin 
Roundtables did not contain this information and the fields would be difficult to make consistent, these 
data fields were not incorporated into the final dataset fields.  

 

Table 4.  IPP dataset fields. 

Dataset Field  Description and Use 
Section for Detailed 

Discussion 

Project_ID  

Unique project identifier in the format of Basin-Year-Number 

(e.g. ARK-2015-0001) that also allows for cross-reference 

between datasets and use by software tools. 

4.1 

Project_Name Project name only. 4.1 

Project_Description Narrative content that explains the project in greater detail. 4.2 

Project_Keywords Indicator of one or more types such as storage, ATM. 4.2 

Status 
Implementation phase of the project; standard terms such as 

Completed, Planned, Implementation Ongoing. 
4.3 

Lead_Proponent Main entity proposing/leading IPP project. 4.4 

Lead_Contact 
Name/organization of main entity that can be contacted 

regarding the project and their affiliation. 
4.4 

Municipal_Ind_Need % of project dedicated to municipal/industrial need. 4.5 

Agricultural_Need % of project dedicated to agricultural need. 4.5 

Envr_Rec_Need % of project dedicated to environmental/recreational need. 4.5 

Admin_Need % of project dedicated to administrative need. 4.5 

Latitude 
Latitude of the project’s general point location in decimal 

degrees. 
4.6 

Longitude 
Longitude of the project’s general point location in decimal 

degrees. 
4.6 

Lat_Long_Flag Indication of how Latitude and Longitude were determined. 4.6 

County County where project is located. 4.6 

Water_District Water District where project is located. 4.6 

Estimated_Yield 

Estimated amount of water the project yields (average 

annual volume) or amount of water kept in a stream 

(average flow rate), based on high-level modeling. 

4.7 

Yield_Units 
Unit of measure for estimated yield; including acre-feet (AF) 

or cubic-feet-per-second (cfs). 
4.7 

Estimated_Capacity 

Maximum amount of water the project stores, diverts, 

conveys, etc. For E&R projects, this could be linear miles of 

stream or area of watershed affected. 

4.7 

Capacity_Units 

Unit of measure for capacity; including acre-feet (AF) or 

cubic-feet-per-second (cfs), stream length (miles), or area 

(acres). 

4.7 

Estimated_Cost    
Total cost to implement the project including capital and 

operations and maintenance (O&M). 
4.8 
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4.1: PROJECT IDENTIFIERS 
The use of a project identifier allows each IPP project to be uniquely identified and linked to other 
datasets as appropriate.  Unique identifiers also minimize confusion during communication and tracking 
and make it easier to keep track of total number of projects in a basin.  It is critical that project identifiers 
are added to source data because not doing so risks renumbering of projects as data are processed.  A 
standard naming convention does not currently exist for IPP projects across basins; Table 5 shows the 
different formats used for each basin, if present.  
 

Table 5.  Current naming conventions for project IDs used in basin IPP datasets. 

Basin 
Example Naming Convention  

for IPP Project ID 
Comment 

Arkansas ARK-2015-0001 

Clear; would need to describe the 

significance of the year such as year when 

first articulated as a project. 

Colorado No ID  

Gunnison 1  
Sequential, but may just be the Excel row 

number 

North Platte 1 
Sequential, but may just be the Excel row 

number 

Rio Grande 1 
Sequential, but may just be the Excel row 

number 

South Platte / Metro ClearCreek_UIPP_FIB 
Appears to reflect county/ municipality and 

SWSI 2010 IPP type. 

Southwest 
1-SJ, 1-DM  

(Numbered by sub-basin) 

Southwest Basin is a collection of other 

basins so “SJ” indicates San Juan.  If this is 

required, perhaps use “SW-SJ” at the front. 

Yampa / White 1 
Sequential, but may just be the Excel row 

number 

 
Other examples of project identifiers include E&R projects in the South Platte BIP, which used identifiers 
that varied depending on the source of the basin (e.g. CWCB instream flow case number).  If a third party 
identifier is used, then it is helpful to know the organization or scope of that identifier, such as “CWCB-
theidentifier”, or track in separate columns. 
 
The following summarizes the methodology used to develop the fields used to help identify projects. 
 

1. “Project_ID” is a required field: 
a. Assign a unique identifier to each IPP as they are added to the IPP dataset. 
b. The format of the identifier is set to a Basin-Year-Number, for example “ARK-2015-0001”: 

i. The basin abbreviation is ARK, CO, GUN, MET, NP, RG, SP, SW, YW. 
ii. The year is the 4-digit year when the IPP was added to the IPP list or originally 

identified in the BIP.  
iii. The project number is sequential and accommodates up to 9999 projects. 
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2. “Project_Name” is a required field: 
a. Name should be a short descriptive name, based on existing data.   

 

4.2: PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The project description includes additional information to describe the project, such as a narrative that is 
longer than the name.  There may be large variability in this data from one basin to another. The 
following summarizes the methodology used to develop the fields used to help describe and search for 
projects. 
 

1. “Project_Description” is a required field:   
a. Short description of the project.  
b. As descriptions are revised in the future, consider common descriptors such as “storage”, 

“transbasin diversion”, “agricultural transfer”, etc. to allow for filtering of datasets. 
2. “Project_Keywords” is a required field: 

a. Include keywords used to indicate whether the project includes storage, ATM, etc.  
Keywords need to be relevant to CWCB and Basin Roundtable uses of the data.  Although 
required in the dataset, the keywords were not populated during data review because of 
the wide variety of terminology that was previously used.  “Project_Keywords” is a 
placeholder for future use. 

b. Consider future incorporation of type of document/file that describes the project (e.g., a 
planning document, URL). 

4.3: PROJECT STATUS 
An IPP project’s status is an indication of how far along the project implementation may be (e.g. concept 
phase, planned and detailed with a start year for the project). This data field is present in some of the 
basin IPP datasets but standard terminology needs to be developed to maintain consistency across 
datasets.  Table 6 shows the terminology used in each basin, if available.  

 

Table 6.  Project status information provided in basin IPP datasets. 

Basin Example Naming Conventions for Status Comment 

Arkansas 
Concept, Planned, Implementation Ongoing, 

Completed, Obsolete 
Consistent use of categories 

Colorado 

Conceptual idea, Under Study, Study in Progress, 

Beginning stages of design/permitting, Water 

court application filed, Diligence filed, Money not 

yet allocated, Needs to be brought into 

compliance, In development, In Progress, Status 

pending, Off-line, Deferred, Ongoing, Issued, In 

use, Underway, Trial Run completed, Feasibility 

Studies Completed, Completed, Decreed, Existing 

Inconsistent use of categories; 

should be simplified 

Gunnison None 

Status indicated by worksheet 

name (“Planned Projects”, 

“Completed_Ongoing”); need to 

add within datasheet for each IPP 
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Basin Example Naming Conventions for Status Comment 

North Platte None  

Rio Grande None  

South Platte / Metro None  

Southwest 
Investigating, Ongoing, Not Complete, 

Construction Completed 
 

Yampa / White None  

 

The Arkansas River Basin provided a concise set of project status descriptors, therefore these were 
adopted for the standard IPP dataset. Note that IPPs listed as “Completed” or “Obsolete” may need to be 
removed from IPP datasets in the future, however “Completed” or “Obsolete” projects will remain in the 
standard IPP dataset for tracking purposes. The following summarizes the dataset fields used to help 
describe project status. 
 

1. “Status” is a required field: 
a. Apply a standard set of terminology to include:  Concept, Planned, Implementation 

Ongoing, Completed, Obsolete. 
b. For basins with a more robust list of status terminology, use judgment to convert them 

over to the standard terminology. For example, the term “Existing” would be converted 
over to “Completed”. 

 

4.4: PROJECT PROPONENTS AND CONTACT 
Documenting and tracking project proponents and contacts over the life of a project is critical, 
particularly as questions arise regarding the project. Experience working with IPP data, however, has 
shown that it can be difficult to track who brought forth a project and who can answer questions about a 
project and its status.  The people behind a project will vary depending on its phase and various processes 
that are occurring, and will inevitably change over time.  The goal of the following project contact data 
fields is to capture the current proponent and contact and provide a standard field to revise the 
information as the contact information changes.  
 

1. “Lead_Proponent” is a required field: 
a. Indicate the main entity that is the proponent or sponsor of the project. 
b. Many projects have multiple proponents; this field captures the lead or prime entity. 
c. Use of standard organization names would facilitate data management. 
d. Other contact information, such as phone or email address, was excluded because the 

contact will generally be someone that is known to the Roundtable and because this 
would require greater upkeep of the dataset. 

2. “Lead_Contact” is a required field: 
a. Indicate a name of a person and their affiliated organization that can be contacted to 

provide information about the project. 
b. Use of standard organization names would facilitate data management. 
c. Other contact information, such as phone or email address, was excluded because the 

contact will generally be someone that is known to the Roundtable and because this 
would require greater upkeep of the dataset. 
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4.5: PROJECT NEED BASED ON CWP NEEDS 
Project need refers to the general categories of needs as described in the CWP:  Municipal & Industrial, 
Agricultural, and Environmental & Recreational.  As some IPPs are processes (as opposed to projects), 
there is also an Administrative Need category.  These are projects developed in conjunction with the 
Division of Water Resources or other state agencies that deal more with administration or operations as 
opposed to a specific project.  Categorizing an IPP based on project type allows for a simple way to filter 
IPPs and can also be useful in mapping applications as a way to symbolize dataTable 7 indicates which 
basins have this data. 

Table 7.  Project need information provided in basin IPP datasets.  

Basin 
Example Naming Convention  

for Project Need 
Comment 

Arkansas 
Municipal & Industrial; Agricultural; 

Environmental; Recreational 

Each need is in its own column; an IPP that 

meets the need is indicated with an “X” 

Colorado 

Munic.; Irrig.; Dom; instream flows; 

nonconsumptive; recreational; 

consumptive; etc. 

Needs are not separated into multiple 

columns.  Format should be standardized; 

need is not clearly indicated but can be 

inferred from other data columns 

Gunnison M&I; AG; NC; 
Needs are not separated into multiple 

columns.  Format should be standardized 

North Platte None 

Contains “CU Projects” and “NCNA_ER 

Projects” worksheets but each IPP is not 

clearly labeled as such 

Rio Grande Ag; M&I; Env/Rec 
Each need is in its own column; an IPP that 

meets the need is indicated with an “X” 

South Platte / Metro None 

Only M&I IPPs have been provided; uses 

categories such as Agricultural Transfer or 

Grow into Existing Supply 

Southwest 

NC; C; B (Both); “Need Addressed” 

column may contain Agriculture, 

Municipal, Aquatic habitat, Fisheries,  etc. 

Needs are not separated into multiple 

columns.  Format should be standardized 

Yampa / White None 

Contains “Consumptive” and 

“Nonconsumptive” worksheets but each IPP is 

not clearly labeled as such 

 
Many IPPs will meet a variety of needs (termed multi-use projects), therefore it is necessary to develop 
the field in such a way that documents the multiple needs and, as requested by CWCB, provides an 
estimate of the project dedicated to meet that need.  For example, a project could be constructed to 
provide primarily municipal supplies, but also have a small component to meet agricultural or E&R needs.  
As such, the amount of each type of need met by the IPP is defined as a percentage, totaling up to 100 
percent across the four need types.  Based on the information provided in the original IPP datasets and 
the needs defined by the Colorado Water Plan, the following data fields were developed: 
 

1. Project need types is a required field and is formatted as follows: 
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a. Project need fields include: 
i. “Municipal_Ind_Need”  
ii. “Agricultural_Need”  
iii. “Envr_Rec_Need” 
iv. “Admin_Need”  

b. Project need fields will be filled in with the percentage of the IPP that meets this need 
type; the sum of need fields for each IPP must sum to 100%.  

c. The need percentages will be auto-generated based on the number and type of needs 
met by each IPP in the original IPP datasets.  These values will need to be revised by Basin 
Roundtable members. 

4.6: SPATIAL DATA 
Ideally, each IPP project provided by the Basin Roundtables has a general location, such as latitude and 
longitude coordinates of the project.  Coordinate data is particularly useful in any mapping application.  If 
this information was not provided or cannot be determined, more general location information can be 
used, such as county, water district or hydrologic unit code (HUC).  However, what may seem like an 
easing-off of data requirements (county rather than coordinates) often results in more work later and 
limits usefulness of the data for spatial purposes.  Therefore, a general location field is set as a required 
field in the standard IPP dataset.  Table 8 shows the level of spatial data provided in each basin IPP 
dataset. 
 

Table 8.  Spatial data provided in basin IPP datasets. 

Basin Level of Spatial Data Provided Comment 

Arkansas 
Latitude/Longitude coordinates, HUC, Water 

District,  County 

Coordinates are in the Excel file; no 

spatial files provided 

Colorado None; datasets split by “region”  

Gunnison 
Points representing both consumptive and 

nonconsumptive IPPs; Water District 

Data are in shapefiles and can be 

converted to Lat/Long 

North Platte 
Points and lines representing both 

consumptive and nonconsumptive IPPs 

Data are in shapefiles and can be 

converted to Lat/Long 

Rio Grande Points representing IPPs 
Data are in a .kmz file and Lat/Long can 

be extracted 

South Platte / Metro County 
A map of IPPs summarized by county was 

included in the BIP but no shapefile exists 

Southwest 

Points and lines representing both 

consumptive and nonconsumptive IPPs; 

County 

Data are in shapefiles and can be 

converted to Lat/Long 

Yampa / White 
Points and lines representing both 

consumptive and nonconsumptive IPPs 

Data are in shapefiles and can be 

converted to Lat/Long 

 
If a municipal/industrial or agricultural (i.e., consumptive) IPP did not have location information provided, 
the location was estimated for this effort.  Refer to Appendix B for more information on how locations 
were estimated for mapping products.  Additionally, the IPPs were also assigned to a county and water 
district to aid in future aggregation of results by the CWCB.  
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1. “Latitude” is a required field for the general point location for the IPP, generally corresponding to 
the water source, centroid of project components, or regional centroid (such as for county-level 
project): 

a. Units should be decimal degrees. 
b. Use a flag column if necessary to indicate how location was determined. 

2. “Longitude” is a required field for the general point location for the IPP, generally corresponding 
to the water source, centroid of project components, or regional centroid (such as for county-
level project): 

a. Units should be decimal degrees. 
b. Use a flag column if necessary to indicate how location was determined. 

3. “Lat_Long_Flag” is a required field: 
a. Indicates the method by which spatial coordinates were determined. 
b. See Appendix B for details on methodology and values used. 

4. “County” is a required field: 
a. Reflects county name. 
b. Assigned using a spatial analysis based on the Latitude/Longitude. 

5.  “Water District” is a required field: 
a. Reflects standard DWR Water District number.  
b. Assigned using a spatial analysis based on the Latitude/Longitude. 

 

4.7: PROJECT YIELD 
If available, documenting the estimated average annual yield of an IPP project is very helpful in basin-
wide planning efforts.  A project’s yield is uncertain given potential competition for the same water, 
hydrologic variability, and potential climate change impacts; however, a high-level yield estimate is useful 
to understand the amount of water the project may be able to supply and can be used to estimate a 
project’s unit cost of water.  An initial yield estimate may be omitted but should be provided once 
sufficient evaluation has occurred, including, for example, modeling in support of a BIP.  Most 
municipal/industrial IPPs list yield in acre-feet; some projects, however, have yield estimates in other 
units.  As such, it is necessary to have another field to distinguish yield units and to ensure that the yield 
field only contains numeric data (e.g., the “Yield” column’s values should be something like “200” and not 
“200 AF”).  This field is somewhat contingent upon the project’s status: IPPs that are only in the concept 
phase are less likely to have information on yield.  Table 9 provides naming conventions for yield and the 
percent of IPPs that contain yield data by basin. 

 

Table 9.  Yield information provided in basin IPP datasets. 

Basin 
Example Naming  

Convention for Yield 

Percent of IPPs with  

Yield Data 
Comment 

Arkansas 36960 7 Consistent format used 

Colorado 1,680 AF 17 
Format should be 

standardized 

Gunnison 
146; 1,000-2,000 per yr.;  

200-300 
13 

Format should be 

standardized 

North Platte None 0  

Rio Grande None 0  
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Basin 
Example Naming  

Convention for Yield 

Percent of IPPs with  

Yield Data 
Comment 

South Platte / Metro 2081 70 Consistent format used 

Southwest None 0  

Yampa / White None 0  

 

Currently, yield is focused on consumptive IPPs.  Environmental and recreational IPPs tend to consider 
“yield” in terms of cubic feet per second (cfs) remaining in stream and this amount can vary seasonally.  
The Environment and Recreation Methodology Development memo, part of the Technical Update, 
recommends that additional data fields related to flow should be added to the Environment and 
Recreation Database (E&Rdb), a database that houses E&R projects.  These fields will detail if the project 
is flow-based or has a flow component and if flows have been identified and/or quantified.  The memo 
states that the fields will be populated where possible as part of the Technical Update but that it is likely 
that the majority of the information will be added in the next round of BIPs. 

It should be noted that yield is different than a project’s capacity, particularly for storage projects. As one 
of the stated goals of the Colorado Water Plan is to increase storage by 400,000 acre-feet by 2050, 
capacity is also an important piece of information to capture. Similar to the fields designed to document 
project yield, a field is included to capture a project’s capacity and the units associated with that capacity 
value. This may be particularly useful in the future for E&R projects that may impact an area or stream 
length, but do not necessarily have a water yield. As such, the capacity fields can be used to document 
these impact areas.  
 

1. “Estimated_Yield” is a required field to indicate average annual yield, in particular for 
consumptive uses: 

a. Values should consist only of numbers and not contain ranges of numbers. 
b. Yield values should be based on the water supply analyses and not just reflect the full 

capacity of a project. 
2. “Yield_Units” is a required field: 

a. Reflects a standard unit of measure, including acre-feet (AF), cubic feet per second (CFS), 
million gallons (MG), million gallons per day (MGD). 

3. “Estimated_Capacity” is a required field to indicate the maximum capacity of a project, or 
maximum impact area for E&R projects: 

a. Values should consist only of numbers and not contain ranges of numbers. 
b. Ideally based on high-level design or impact studies. 

4. “Capacity_Units” is a required field: 
a. Reflects a standard unit of measure, including acre-feet (AF), cubic feet per second (CFS), 

million gallons (MG), million gallons per day (MGD), area (acreage), stream length (miles). 

4.8: PROJECT COST 
The cost of the IPP project should be estimated based on capital cost plus the cost of operation and 
maintenance (O&M).  As with yield, this field is contingent upon the project’s status in that IPPs that are 
only in the concept phase do not tend to have a cost estimate.  Cost coupled with yield provides an 
indication of unit cost of water supply. 

Table 10 provides the naming conventions for cost and the percent of IPPs that contain cost data by 
basin. 
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Table 10.  Cost information provided in basin IPP datasets. 

Basin Example Convention for Cost 
Percent of IPPs with  

Cost Data 
Comment 

Arkansas $6.0M; $300K; 14500000 4 
Format should be 

standardized 

Colorado $5000/AF; $200M 2 
Format should be 

standardized 

Gunnison 50,000,000; 125,000-205,000 28 
Format should be 

standardized 

North Platte None 0  

Rio Grande $19,500 50 Consistent format used 

South Platte / 

Metro 
261000000; $122,479,600 22 

Format should be 

standardized 

Southwest None 0  

Yampa / White None 0  

 

As part of the Technical Update, the Finance Methodologies Technical Memorandum describes the 
development of a Water Finance Tool that will allow planners of IPP projects to estimate the cost of a 
project using a uniform methodology so that all projects can be compared on an “apples to apples” basis.  
This tool has several modules for estimating a project’s costs based on the type of project, including 
modules for reservoir construction, pipeline construction, stream restoration and irrigation ditch 
improvements, among others.  It is anticipated that IPP project costs will be estimated or re-evaluated 
once the Water Finance Tool is available for use.  However, the tool may only be applied to a subset of 
IPPs, in particular those that are well-defined. It is recommended that further coordination occur related 
to how the Water Finance Tool and the IPP database will integrate. The following summarizes the field 
used to capture IPP cost information. 
 
1. “Estimated_Cost” is a required field: 

a. Reflect the total cost of the project, including the capital cost and O&M in total dollars. Do 
not convert total cost to millions or thousands. 

b. Values should consist only of numbers and not contain ranges of numbers. 
c. This field may not be able to be populated until the Water Finance Tool is released, or the 

tool may create parallel data that needs to be joined to the IPP list during data processing. 
d. In the future, definition for cost needs to be determined, such as normalized to a specific 

year, year of a study, etc. 
 

 

Section 5: Uses of the IPP Dataset 
The availability of the required data fields will support several uses of IPP datasets; the following 
summarizes the uses of this data as scoped under this effort. It is anticipated the standard IPP dataset will 
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be used to develop information for future Colorado Water Plan updates and serve as one of the 
foundational pieces of data for the Data Dissemination task. 

5.1: FILTERED LISTS 
It will be possible to create filtered, customized datasets and provide as maps, Excel files, and other 
formats for use in analysis and visualizations.  For example, the IPP dataset can be filtered by basin, 
project need, status, etc.  Filtered datasets can be created as new derived datasets, or the full dataset can 
be made available and filtering can occur using tools, such as a website or desktop software tools.  IPPs 
with limited data can be filtered out to remove “noise” or can be the focus of evaluation to understand 
the extent of incomplete data. 

5.2: MAPS 
The addition of general location coordinate data for each IPP allows for all IPPs to be easily located on 
maps.  Then, a user interested in a particular basin or region can quickly determine the IPPs in that area 
and find more information.  Another advantage of mapping IPPs is that IPPs can be symbolized in 
different ways.  For example, IPPs could be color-coded based on project need (municipal, environmental, 
etc.), status, or whether the project includes an ATM component.  The following standard set of maps 
(Figures 1 through 9) were developed for this effort as examples of map products; however the standard 
IPP dataset can support many other mapping products.  In the examples “multi-purpose” uses the 
“Municipal_Ind_Need”, “Agricultural_Need”, “Envr_Rec_Need”, and “Admin_Need” dataset fields to 
categorize projects. 

 



 

 

 
Figure 1 Statewide map of IPPs shown with basin boundaries



 

 

 
Figure 2 Arkansas Basin Consumption and Multi-Purposes/Multi-Use BIP IPPs 

 
Figure 3. Colorado Basin Consumptive and Multi-Purpose/Multi-Use BIP IPPs 
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Figure 4. Gunnison Basin Consumptive and Multi-Purpose/Multi-Use BIP IPPs 

 
Figure 5. North Platte Basin Consumptive and Multi-Purpose/Multi-Use BIP IPPs 
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Figure 6. Rio Grande Basin Consumptive and Multi-Purpose/Multi-Use BIP IPPs 

 
Figure 7. South Platte/Metro Basin Consumptive and Multi-Purpose/Multi-Use BIP IPPs 
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Figure 8. Southwest Basin Consumptive and Multi-Purpose/Multi-Use BIP IPPs 

 
Figure 9. Yampa/White/Green Basin Consumptive and Multi-Purpose/Multi-Use BIP IPPs 
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Section 6: Summary of IPP Dataset 

Development 
The standard data fields included within the standard IPP dataset are shown in Table 11.  The presence of 
these data fields within each current basin IPP dataset is indicated, although existing column names from 
the Basin Roundtable IPP dataset do not correspond exactly with standard names.  The exact names do 
not need to be matched; however the meaning of the data field should be equivalent.  Software was used 
to rename the fields during processing.   

 

Table 11.  Standard IPP data fields and presence of fields in current basin IPP datasets. 

Data Field/Column 
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Project_ID X  X X X X X X 

Project_Name X X X X X X X X 

Project_Description X  X X   X X 

Project_Keywords         

Status X X X    X  

Lead_Proponent X X X  X X X X 

Lead_Contact X  X X  X X  

Municipal_Ind_Need X X X  X  X  

Agricultural_Need X X X  X  X  

Envr_Rec_Need X X X X X  X X 

Admin_Need     X    

Latitude X  X X X  X X 

Longitude X  X X X  X X 

Lat_Long_Flag         

County X      X  

Water_District X  X      

Estimated_Yield X X X   X   

Yield_Units X X X   X   

Estimated_Capacity X     X   

Capacity_Units X     X   

Estimated_Cost X X X  X X   
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6.1: BASIN-SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT 
Excel and spatial data layer files for each basin’s IPPs were reviewed to understand existing data and to 
identify how to update the data while minimizing Basin Roundtable effort.  The following sections 
summarize the methods used to transition the existing IPP datasets to the recommended form. 

The goal was to perform the data processing as a series of steps that are transparent and repeatable 
(automated).  In this way, it would be apparent to the Basin Roundtables how the original datasets were 
converted to the standardized form.  The CDSS TSTool software was used to automate processing.  The 
TSTool software is able to read and write Excel files and represents processing steps in text “command 
files”.  While the hope had been that the data could be transformed in a straightforward process using 
simple commands, the reality was that a substantial portion of the data needed to be cleaned with 
specific “search and replace” commands.  While these steps were undertaken in a repeatable way, some 
of the data cleaning would have gone more smoothly with software enhancements or if the original data 
had been checked for consistency during original data entry.  A lesson from the exercise is that data will 
not be made software-friendly until the data are used by software to perform a task. 

Future updates should seek to retain existing data and improve ability to maintain and use data for 
Technical Updates, BIPs and the Colorado Water Plan. 

The data processing tasks performed on each basin’s original data in order to create a consistent dataset 
are summarized below.  The notes correspond to data processing commands in TSTool command files for 
each basin (e.g., “analysis/Arkansas-IPP-DataProcessing.TSTool”), which may be updated over time as 
data processing is refined.  Notes are also listed in the output IPP Excel files (e.g., “data/Arkansas-
IPPs.xlsx”) in the “Crosswalk” worksheet. 

ARKANSAS BASIN 

The following changes were made to the Arkansas Basin IPP dataset: 

• Used whole numbers to estimate cost of an IPP, rather than using “M” to represent millions of 
dollars or “K” to represent thousands of dollars.  Removed dollar signs where present.  All values 
are now numeric and without any text. 

• Needs that were listed under the categories Water Quality, Watershed Health and Instream Flow 
were added to the Envr_Rec_Need field. 

• A Yield_Units field was created and filled with AF for those projects that have values in the 
Estimated_Yield field. 

• A Capacity_Units field was created and filled with AF for those projects that have values in the 
Estimated_Capacity field. 

• An Admin_Need field was added and set as 0% for all projects. 

• The following field was added but left blank since no data were available:  Project_Keywords. 

 

COLORADO BASIN 

The following changes were made to the Colorado Basin IPP dataset: 

• Created a unique identifier for each project, in the format of Basin-Year-Number. 

• A Project_Description field was created but was left blank.  Creating a separate description from 
the Project_Name field was not attempted. 
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• Edited the Estimated_Cost field to remove dollar signs in front of values and replaced “M” with 
the appropriate number of zeroes to represent values in millions of dollars.  Two projects used a 
cost per acre-feet description; the total cost was calculated based on the Estimated_Yield.  All 
values are now numeric and without any text. 

• A Municipal_Ind_Need field was created and populated according to the following rules: 
o If the beneficiary was listed as domestic or municipal (any variation with the phrase 

“munic”). 
o If the Water Storage field was marked with an X. 
o If the Raise Awareness of Obstacles Facing Water Providers field was marked with an X. 
o If the Ensure Safe Drinking Water field was marked with an X. 
o If the Natural Impacts to Water Supply field was marked with an X. 
o If the Project_Name field contained any of the following words:  reservoir, sanitation, 

water conservation plan, growth planning, storage, Windy Gap, water system or intake 
facility. 

o The Basin Roundtable should review this designation. 

• An Agricultural_Need field was created and populated according to the following rules: 
o If the beneficiary was listed as agricultural or irrigation (any variation with the phrase 

“agric” or “irrig”). 
o If the Reduce Agricultural Water Shortages field was marked with an X. 
o If the Land Use Policy to Reduce ATMs field was marked with an X. 
o If the Agricultural Production Incentives field was marked with an X. 
o If the Agricultural Community Education field was marked with an X. 
o If the Agricultural Efficiency Preservation Conservation field was marked with an X. 
o If the Project_Name field contained any of the following words:  ditch, canal, lateral, 

reservoir, agric, crop or irrigation. 
o The Basin Roundtable should review this designation. 

• An Envr_Rec_Need field was created and populated according to the following rules: 
o If the beneficiary was listed as nonconsumptive, rec, wildlife, Environmental or 

Recreational. 
o If the Ensure Safe Drinking Water field was marked with an X. 
o If the At Risk Reaches field was marked with an X. 
o If the Protect Rivers Lakes Streams Riparian field was marked with an X. 
o If the Preserve Recreational Flows field was marked with an X. 
o If the Protect Improve Water Quality field was marked with an X. 
o If the Project_Name field contained any of the following words:  habitat, restoration, 

reclamation, fish, stream management plan, watershed plan, wild and scenic, 
whitewater, TMDL or salin (as in salinity). 

o The Basin Roundtable should review this designation. 

• Consolidated the number of categories used to describe project status.  The following rules were 
used: 

o A status of Ongoing was assigned to projects that described the status as “On-going”, 
“ongoing”, “Ongoing”, “In Progress”, “Underway” or “Investigation/Bulkhead Design 
Implementation Ongoing”. 

o A status of Concept was assigned to projects that described the status as "Ongoing 
Study", "Conceptual", "Conceptual idea", "Concept idea", "Conceptual, Conditional Water 
Right", "Feasibility Studies Completed", "Feasibility Studies Completed. Diligence 
approved in 2013.", "Study in Progress", "Conceptual design completed", "Beginning 
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stages of design/permitting", "Have ACOE Permit", "Under Study", "Needs to be brought 
into compliance" or "Proposed". 

o A status of Completed was assigned to projects that described the status as "Existing", 
"Completed/Ongoing", "5th year in operation", "In use" or "Plan in draft - 2004". 

o A status of Planned was assigned to projects that described the status as "Status 
pending", "Pumpback is pending", "In development.", "Trial Run completed", "Issued", 
"Decreed", "Decree issued in 10CW43", "May be constructed in fall of 2014", "Diligence 
filed", "Money not yet allocated", "Off-line" or "Water court application filed". 

o A status of Obsolete was assigned to projects that described the status as “Deferred”. 
o Statuses that were listed only as years were changed to blank values. 
o The Basin Roundtable should review these designations. 

• Edited the Estimated_Yield field to remove units (i.e., AF) from the numbers.  Created a new 
Yield_Units field to hold the unit type.  If the Estimated_Yield was a range of values, then the 
value was set to the average.   

• Other edits to the Estimated_Yield field were as follows:  four projects listed yield in acres, which 
appeared to reflect acres of land, not acre-feet of water.  These values were deleted. One project 
listed yield as a percentage, which appeared to reflect water conservation savings; this value was 
deleted.  One project listed yield as feet of stream restored; this value was deleted.  One project 
listed three separate yields for different entities; these were summed. 

• An Admin_Need field was added and set as 0% for all projects. 

• County and Water_District fields were added and populated by intersecting projects with 
Latitude and Longitude data with Colorado county and water district spatial data layers using 
geoprocessing software.  For those projects without Latitude and Longitude data, these fields are 
blank. 

• The following fields were added but left blank since no data were available:  Project_Keywords, 
Lead_Contact, Estimated_Capacity, Capacity_Units.   

 

GUNNISON BASIN 

The following changes were made to the Gunnison Basin IPP dataset: 

• Created a unique identifier for each project, in the format of Basin-Year-Number. 

• Used the worksheet names (“Planned Projects”, “Completed_Ongoing”) to create a Status field.  
Data in the “Planned Projects” worksheet were given a status of Planned.  Projects in the 
“Completed_Ongoing” worksheet were listed as Completed if the Funding Year column contained 
a year.  If the Funding Year column was blank then the status was listed as Ongoing.  Projects in 
the “NC Protections & Monitoring” worksheet are considered ongoing projects (BIP, p. 110), so 
the status was listed as Ongoing. 

• Project need types (municipal, agricultural, etc.) were split into Municipal_Ind_Need, 
Agricultural_Need and Envr_Rec_Need fields.  For projects listed in the “NC Protections & 
Monitoring” worksheet, the need is listed as 100% Envr_Rec_Need. 

• The Estimated_Yield field was edited to remove “NA”, “TBD”, “per year”, “Project dependent” or 
ranges of values.  For ranges, the minimum value listed was used instead.  A Yield_Units field was 
created and with the exception of one project, all projects with Estimated_Yield data were listed 
as AF.  The remaining project’s units were set to cfs based on the original data. 

• The Estimated_Cost field was edited to remove “TBD” or ranges of values.  For ranges, the 
maximum value listed was used instead. 
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• The Water_District field was edited so that a value of "All" was changed into a series of numbers 
(28, 40, 41, 42, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 68, 73). 

• An Admin_Need field was added and set as 0% for all projects. 

• A County field was added and populated by intersecting projects with Latitude and Longitude 
data with a Colorado county spatial data layer using geoprocessing software.  For those projects 
without Latitude and Longitude data, this field is blank. 

• The following fields were added but left blank since no data were available:  Project_Keywords, 
Estimated_Capacity, Capacity_Units.   

 

NORTH PLATTE BASIN 

The following changes were made to the North Platte Basin IPP dataset: 

• Created a unique identifier for each project, in the format of Basin-Year-Number. 

• Added a Lead_Contact field for consumptive use projects; the field remains blank. 

• An Admin_Need field was added and set as 0% for all projects. 

• County and Water_District fields were added and populated by intersecting projects with 
Latitude and Longitude data with Colorado county and water district spatial data layers using 
geoprocessing software.  For those projects without Latitude and Longitude data, these fields are 
blank. 

• Used the worksheet names (“CU Projects”, “NCNA_ER Projects”) to create Municipal_Ind_Need, 
Agricultural_Need and Envr_Rec_Need data fields.  Since the consumptive use projects were 
reservoir-related, it was assumed that the projects could be considered both agricultural and 
municipal/industrial and thus the percentages were set to 50% for both needs.  In the original 
datasheet, three projects contained asterisks which indicated that the projects could also be 
considered non-consumptive.  For these projects, the need percentages were changed to 33% for 
each need.  The Basin Roundtable should review these designations. 

• The following fields were added but left blank since no data were available:  Project_Keywords, 
Status, Lead_Proponent, Estimated_Yield, Yield_Units, Estimated_Capacity, Capacity_Units, 
Estimated_Cost.   

 

RIO GRANDE BASIN 

The following changes were made to the Rio Grande Basin IPP dataset: 

• Created a unique identifier for each project, in the format of Basin-Year-Number. 

• County and Water_District fields were added and populated by intersecting projects with 
Latitude and Longitude data with Colorado county and water district spatial data layers using 
geoprocessing software.  For those projects without Latitude and Longitude data, these fields are 
blank. 

• The following fields were added but left blank since no data were available:  Project_Description, 
Project_Keywords, Status, Lead_Contact, Estimated_Yield, Yield_Units, Estimated_Capacity, 
Capacity_Units.   
 

SOUTH PLATTE / METRO BASINS 

The following changes were made to the South Platte / Metro Basin IPP dataset: 
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• Created a unique identifier for each project, in the format of Basin-Year-Number. 

• Created a Project_Description field.  For most projects, the description is simply a copy of the 
Project_Name.  However, some projects have a more detailed description due to OWF’s previous 
work on the South Platte Data Platform, in which OWF was tasked with providing more detail to 
IPPs, such as determining general locations.  The Basin Roundtable should review and update this 
field. 

• A Municipal_Ind_Need field was created.  All projects were assumed to be municipal/industrial in 
nature and thus the percentage was set to 100.  While some of the projects may also have an 
agricultural need, OWF did not attempt to make this determination.  The Basin Roundtable 
should review this designation. 

• An Agricultural_Need field was created and set as 0% for all projects. 

• An Envr_Rec_Need field was created and set as 0% for all projects. 

• An Admin_Need field was added and set as 0% for all projects. 

• County and Water_District fields were added and populated by intersecting projects with 
Latitude and Longitude data with Colorado county and water district spatial data layers using 
geoprocessing software.  For those projects without Latitude and Longitude data, these fields are 
blank. 

• A Yield_Units field was created and was set to AF for all projects that had Estimated_Yield values. 

• A Capacity_Units field was created and was set to AF for all projects that had Estimated_Capacity 
values. 

• The following fields were added but left blank since no data were available:  Project_Keywords, 
Status.   

 

SOUTHWEST BASIN 

The following changes were made to the Southwest Basin IPP dataset: 

• Created a unique identifier for each project, in the format of Basin-Year-Number.  Because the 
original data contained IDs with a sub-basin identification, OWF conserved that portion of the ID.  
Therefore, the format of the Project ID is BasinSubbasin-Year-Number, as in SWDM-2015-0001, 
which indicates the Dolores and McElmo sub-basin.  All sub-basins were given a two-letter 
abbreviation:  MB = multi-basin, SJ = San Juan, PD = Piedra, PN = Pine, AN = Animas, LP = LaPlata, 
MA = Mancos, DM = Dolores & McElmo, SM = San Miguel. 

• Split the Description field so that the Project_Name field could be filled in.  This was done by 
taking the first sentence of the description and using that for the name.  The Project_Description 
field is the original Description field. 

• The original field Lead contact & Source of Info. was changed to Lead_Contact.  OWF did not 
attempt to edit the contents of the field, thus the lead contact listed may actually only be the 
source of the information about the project.  The Basin Roundtable should review this field. 

• Used the NC/C/B (Nonconsumptive, Consumptive, Both) field to create the Municipal_Ind_Need, 
Agricultural_Need and Envr_Rec_Need fields.  The original Need Addressed field also was used to 
fill in the new needs fields, as well as the Project_Description field.  The following rules were 
used: 

o If the Need Addressed field contained the words “municipal” or “industrial” or the 
Project_Description field contained the words “hydropower”, “water supply”, “reservoir”, 
“water right” or “metro district” then the project was considered to fulfill the 
Municipal_Ind_Need field. 
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o If the Need Addressed field contained the word “agriculture” or the Project_Description 
field contained the words “agriculture”, “irrigation” or “reservoir” then the project was 
considered to fulfill the Agricultural_Need field. 

o If the NC/C/B field for a project was listed as NC or B or the Project_Description field 
contained the words “augmentation” or “RICD” then the project was considered to fulfill 
the Envr_Rec_Need field. 

• Standardized the terminology used for project status.  "Not Complete" and “Not completed” 
were replaced with "Planned".  "Ongoing" was replaced with "Implementation Ongoing".  
“Construction Completed” was replaced with “Completed”.  “Investigating” was replaced with 
“Concept”. 

• The County field was edited so that a value of "All" was changed to list all of the counties in the 
basin, separated by commas. 

• A Water_District field was added and populated by intersecting projects with Latitude and 
Longitude data with a water district spatial data layer using geoprocessing software.  For those 
projects without Latitude and Longitude data, this field is blank. 

• The following fields were added but left blank since no data were available:  Project_Keywords, 
Estimated_Yield, Yield_Units, Estimated_Capacity, Capacity_Units, Estimated_Cost. 

 

YAMPA / WHITE BASIN 

The following changes were made to the Yampa/White Basin IPP dataset: 

• Created a unique identifier for each project, in the format of Basin-Year-Number. 

• Added a Project_Description field for consumptive use projects; the field remains blank. 

• An Envr_Rec_Need field was added and those projects listed as Nonconsumptive were added to 
the Envr_Rec_Need field as 100%. 

• Municipal_Ind_Need and Agricultural_Need fields were added; those projects listed as 
Consumptive were added to the fields as 50% for each need.  Most of the consumptive use 
projects were related to reservoirs, so it was assumed that the need could be considered both 
agricultural and municipal/industrial.  The Basin Roundtable should review these designations. 

• An Admin_Need field was added and set as 0% for all projects. 

• County and Water_District fields were added and populated by intersecting projects with 
Latitude and Longitude data with Colorado county and water district spatial data layers using 
geoprocessing software.  For those projects without Latitude and Longitude data, these fields are 
blank. 

• The following fields were added but left blank since no data were available:  Project_Keywords, 
Status, Lead_Contact, Estimated_Yield, Yield_Units, Estimated_Capacity, Capacity_Units, 
Estimated_Cost.   
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Appendix A: Current Basin IPP Dataset Formats 

This appendix provides images of the Excel workbook for of each basin’s IPP dataset to illustrate existing 
data fields in the “flat” representation of IPP data.  These examples were created from the Excel files that 
were provided at the start of the IPP data review summarized in Section 2. 
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Figure A1.  Screenshots of Arkansas Basin IPP dataset (2015 04 19 Arkansas River Basin Project Database GB update 
6_13_15.xls, “All Input List” worksheet). 
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Figure A1 continued. 
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Figure A2.  Screenshots of Colorado Basin IPP dataset (Eagle_Region_Full_IPP_List.xlsx). 
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Figure A2 continued. 
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Figure A3.  Screenshots of Gunnison Basin IPP dataset (GBIP_Simplified_Project_List_4-17-15.xlsx, “Planned 
Projects”, “NC Protections & Monitoring” and “Completed_Ongoing” worksheets). 
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Figure A3 continued. 
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Figure A4.  Screenshots of North Platte Basin IPP dataset (NPBIP_IPPLists.xlsx, “CU Projects” and “NCNA_ER 
Projects” worksheets). 
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Figure A5.  Screenshots of Rio Grande Basin IPP dataset (Updated Tables 8-10_Project Sheet Summaries_09-11-
2017.xlsx, “Budget”, “Specific Project Needs Met” and “General Projects” worksheets). 
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Figure A6.  Screenshots of South Platte / Metro Basin IPP dataset Gap Analysis (SPMetro HDR Phase 2.xlsx, “BNDSS 
IPP List” worksheet). 
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Figure A7.  Screenshot of Southwest Basin IPP dataset (SWBRT Draft IPP List Clean copy.xlsx, “Animas” worksheet). 
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Figure A8.  Screenshots of Yampa / White Basin IPP dataset (BIP_IPPs.xlsx, “NonConsumptive” and “Consumptive” 
worksheets). 
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Appendix B: Identified Projects and Processes Maps 

This appendix provides an explanation of data availability and how locations were determined for IPPs 
that lacked location data.  
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DATA AVAILABILITY 

As discussed in the main document, availability of coordinate data for IPPs varied by basin.  The following 
describes the level of coordinate data provided to OWF by basin:  
 

• Arkansas Basin – latitude and longitude coordinates were provided in the Excel file of IPPs for 
many, but not all, IPPs.  Coordinate data were available for both consumptive and E&R projects. 

• Colorado Basin – no coordinate data were provided; IPPs were categorized by “region” within the 
basin. 

• Gunnison Basin – shapefiles of point data for both consumptive and E&R projects were provided, 
but not all projects were included in the shapefiles. 

• North Platte Basin – shapefiles of point and line data for both consumptive and E&R projects were 
provided for most, but not all, projects. 

• Rio Grande Basin – a .kmz file of points representing IPPs for both consumptive and E&R projects 
was provided, but not all projects were included.  

• South Platte and Metro Basins – no coordinate data were provided; county designation was 
included in the Excel file. 

• Southwest Basin – shapefiles of point and line data for both consumptive and E&R projects were 
provided, but not all projects were included in the shapefiles. 

• Yampa-White Basin – shapefiles of point and line data for both consumptive and E&R projects 
were provided, and all consumptive projects were included in the shapefiles. 

 
For basins such as the North Platte, Southwest and Yampa-White that contained both point and line data, 
points tended to be associated with consumptive projects, whereas lines tended to be associated with 
E&R projects.  At this time, OWF has not attempted to convert line data into point data.  If an E&R project 
contained a point location, then that project is included in the map.  Therefore, while maps focused on 
consumptive IPPs, it should be understood that some E&R IPPs were also included. 
 

LATITUDE/LONGITUDE FLAG DESCRIPTIONS 

In order to document and keep track of the methods used to determine coordinate locations for IPPs, 
OWF created a “Lat_Long_Flag” column in the IPP dataset.  The flag consists of a 1- or 2-character 
designation; the first character is a letter and the second character is a number.  The designations are as 
follows: 

• G = coordinates are good; provided by the consultant in either an Excel datasheet or GIS 
shapefiles 

• g = coordinates are based on an estimation technique: 
o g1 = coordinates based on centroid of county boundary 
o g2 = coordinates based on centroid of municipal boundary 
o g3 = coordinates based on centroid of water district boundary 
o g4 = coordinates based on location of reservoir 
o g5 = other; based on a location described in the IPP name, such as a school or the 

Shoshone Plant 
o g6 = coordinates based on centroid of county boundary, then offset by 0.02 (or 0.04, 

0.06, etc.) degrees longitude to allow for visibility on map 
o g7 = coordinates based on centroid of municipal boundary, then offset by 0.02 (or 0.04, 

0.06, etc.) degrees longitude to allow for visibility on map 
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o g8 = coordinates based on centroid of water district boundary, then offset by 0.02 (or 
0.04, 0.06, etc.) degrees longitude to allow for visibility on map 

o g9 = coordinates based on general location on stream 
o g10 = coordinates based on address of water provider, ditch company, etc. 
o g11 = coordinates based on primary diversion structure of transbasin diversion project 
o g12 = coordinates based on ditch’s diversion structure 
o g13 = coordinates based on ditch’s diversion structure, then offset to allow for visibility 

on map 
o g14 = coordinates based on IPP-Projects layer from Colorado Mesa University’s 

Colorado Headwaters Map (applies to Colorado Basin only) 

• M = coordinates missing in original source and therefore values cannot be provided: 
o M1 = coordinates not determined because general location cannot be determined from 

IPP name or description 
o M2 = coordinates not determined because IPP is an E&R IPP 

 
IPPs designated with a g6, g7, g8 or g13 flag were necessary in order to allow IPPs to be shown on the 
map that represented the same basic location.  An effort was made to standardize how much the 
locations were offset, such as by 0.02 degrees longitude.  An example is the numerous IPPs that were 
generally located within Grand County.  However, IPPs associated with a reservoir did not use this 
offsetting technique and instead were manually located to make sure they were placed within the 
reservoir’s boundary. 
 
For most basins, coordinate data could not be determined for several IPPs because the name or 
description of the IPP was too generic, such as “Improvements to Ditch and Canal Diversion Structures”.  
In these instances, the Lat_Long_Flag designation is M1 and the IPP could not be included in the map.  
Therefore, it should be understood that the IPP map does not contain the entire list of consumptive IPPs. 
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Appendix C: Statewide IPP Locations Estimates 

This is an electronic Excel workbook file that include an exhaustive list of IPPs across the state. The 
appendix is organized by basin and includes flag “Lat_Long_Flag” indicating how the location 
(latitude/longitude) was determined. See Appendix B for additional detail. 

File name: Statewide-IPPs-locations.xlsx 
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Appendix D: Future IPP Management Recommendations 

This appendix provides recommendations regarding the maintenance of the IPP datasets during future 
Basin Implementation Plan updates; linking IPP datasets to other analyses/data products; and integrating 
IPP data into the larger Technical Update modeling efforts that were discussed with CWCB during this 
effort.  These recommendations are made at a higher level than the details presented elsewhere in this 
documentation.  Some of the recommendations have been implemented during the IPP Dataset review. 

D.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IPP DATASET MANAGEMENT 

D.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INCORPORATING WATER SOURCE AND DESTINATION 
INFORMATION 

D.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ESTABLISHING AN IMPROVED IPP DATASET MAINTAINENCE 
WORKFLOW 

D.4 RECOMMENDATIONS TO LINK IPP DATASET TO OTHER DATASETS 
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D.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IPP DATASET MANAGEMENT 

As the consultant team was developing the standard IPP dataset, basic data management and 
maintenance procedures were documented to ease future use of the dataset. The following summarizes 
those recommendations:  

1. Each Basin Roundtable should maintain an Excel workbook file containing IPPs. 
2. The name of the electronic file should reflect the date of modification.  Alternatively, use version-

tracking software such as GitHub that allows versions of the data file to be retrieved. 
3. A worksheet in the file named “ChangeLog” or “Changes” should be added indicating the date, 

person and notes about the change. Note that “History” is a reserved word in Excel and cannot 
be used for the worksheet name.  An example is shown in Figure D1. 

4. A worksheet in the file named “Notes” or “ReadMe” should be added with general information, 
such as explanation of workbook organization. 

5. A worksheet in the file named “Definitions” should be added that defines data fields.  It should 
include descriptions of how data should be formatted and/or directions for how to fill in a 
particular field.  An example is shown in Figure D2. 

6. The main IPP list should be represented in a flat table form with columns corresponding to data 
fields that are discussed in subsequent sections of this document.  The worksheet should be 
named “IPPs” or similar (to be determined with CWCB review input). 

7. Additional worksheets in the workbook can be added as appropriate, using the IPP identifier to 
cross-connect.  However, additional sheets should not dilute the core data that should be 
included in the main IPP list.  Examples of additional worksheets are: 

a. Definitions of terms used in the dataset list (such as project type) 
b. One-to-many data in the core dataset that include shared relationship to other 

worksheet(s) 
c. History of changes 
d. Optional data that will clutter up the main list but may be useful, such as more detailed 

contact information or information used by the Roundtable to conduct its business 
 

 
Figure D1.  Example of a “ChangeLog” tab within the IPP workbook to indicate data edits. 
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Figure D2.  Example of a “Definitions” tab within the IPP workbook to describe data fields. 

 

D.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INCORPORATING WATER SOURCE AND DESTINATION 
INFORMATION 

An IPP’s water source(s) (river name, groundwater basin name, etc.) provides spatial context and a 
connection to water planning and administration.  It is recommended to use the GNIS (Geographic Names 
Information System) name and identification number where possible for surface water-based IPPs. The 
GNIS ID was developed by the USGS and is the federal government’s official repository of domestic 
geographic feature names.  The State of Colorado uses the GNIS ID in its Source Water Route Framework 
(SWRF) spatial data layer, so the addition of these data fields will allow for linking to other state datasets. 
An alternate location ID for groundwater-based IPPs will need to be developed.  

Connected to an IPP’s water source is the destination of the water.  Does the project deliver water to a 
municipality, does it divert water to a system of ditches, or does the water stay in the stream?  Unlike 
water source, the destination can be more descriptive in nature.  For example, the destination may be 
“City of Denver” or “Eagle River”.  If the destination is a stream, then the official GNIS name can be used. 

It should be noted that not all water bodies are in the SWRF.  Potential options are to create a new ID or 
to use the nearest water source that does have a GNIS ID.  OWF is currently not making any 
recommendations regarding this issue.  

 

Table D1 shows the level of water source information provided in each basin IPP dataset.  None of the 
basins have information about water destination at this time. 
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Table D1.  Water source information provided in basin IPP datasets. 

Basin 
Example Naming Convention 

for Water Source 
Comment 

Arkansas Cucharas River 
“Associated Waterbody” field can serve as GNIS 

Name 

Colorado None  

Gunnison None  

North Platte Illinois River 

A “Water Source” field exists for some IPPs within 

shapefiles but is not contained in the Excel 

datasheet 

Rio Grande None  

South Platte / Metro None  

Southwest 00902295; Mancos River 

“GNIS_ID” and “GNIS_NAME” fields exists for some 

IPPs within shapefiles but are not contained in the 

Excel datasheet 

Yampa / White 
00169868; North Fork Elkhead 

Creek 

“GNIS_ID” and “GNIS_Name” fields exists for some 

IPPs within shapefiles but are not contained in the 

Excel datasheet 

 
Recommendations: 
 

1. “WaterSource_GNIS_Name” should be a required field: 
a. GNIS Name can be found using Division of Water Resources’ Map Viewer. 
b. The primary water source should be included.  If the project has multiple water sources, 

a second worksheet can be populated that shows the additional sources. 
2. “WaterSource_GNIS_ID” should be a required field: 

a. GNIS ID can be found using Map Viewer and Source Water Route Framework layer. 
b. The primary water source should be included.  If the project has multiple water sources, 

a second worksheet can be populated that shows the additional sources. 
3. “WaterSource_Aquifer_ID” and “WaterSource_Aquifer_Name” should be a required field for 

groundwater IPPs but requires additional evaluation.  GNIS ID is not available for aquifers.  An 
alternative identifier could be determined from HydroBase well permit or other data, in which 
case the field name should reflect the identifier type.  The list of groundwater sources that are 
used need to be available in a published form to facilitate use.  Additional evaluation is required. 

4.  “WaterDestination” should be a required field: 
a. Values can be descriptive in nature (e.g., “City of X” or “X River”) to provide minimal 

context; no standard conventions are currently recommended but could be adopted 
based on more detailed review of IPP data. 

b. GNIS identifiers and names could be used for water features.  However, the destination 
may be complex to describe, with multiple infrastructure and natural feature 
components.  The destination value may often be assumed to be the same as the 
“WaterSource_GNIS_Name” field, particularly for E&R projects. 
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D.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ESTABLISHING AN IMPROVED IPP DATASET MAINTAINENCE 
WORKFLOW 

It is important to establish an improved workflow to facilitate maintenance and access to IPP datasets, 
which includes identifying how to publish IPP datasets on the web to facilitate coordination and Technical 
Update publication.  It is understood that a considerable amount of time, effort and resources have 
already been put toward the development of IPP lists.  Rather than suggesting that each basin revamp its 
dataset, it is recommended that each basin add in the missing data fields but keep existing data field 
names as-is if that is the recommendation of the Basin Roundtable.  The Notes tab can then be used to 
define how data fields correspond to the standardized IPP data fields.  For example, the Colorado Basin 
may choose to continue using the data field name “Progress” to indicate the phase of an IPP.  The Notes 
tab could then explain that these fields are interchangeable and could be indicated with a description, 
such as, “Progress = Status”.  If the recommendations for IPP datasets are acceptable to Roundtables and 
the CWCB, then more substantial changes can occur to align all of the Roundtable datasets. 

It will be necessary to do some additional processing of the datasets so they are in a standard 
(normalized) format that can be used to create statewide data products and visualizations.  One option is 
to use TSTool software, which is able to read and write Excel files, and represents processing steps in text 
“command files”.  Other tools could also be used and it is recommended that the workflow should consist 
of transparent text instructions.  This will allow for data processing to be done in a series of steps that are 
transparent and repeatable.  Data manipulation tools may need to be implemented or enhanced to 
perform transformations, for example to rename fields, populate fields based on keywords, remove 
formatting such as dollar signs, and other manipulations.   

A comprehensive, standardized, statewide IPP dataset containing consistent data fields should then be 
published on the web using Map Viewer, CIM, static websites (see an example at:  
http://data.openwaterfoundation.org/cdss-data-spatial-bybasin/index.html) or other options.  Another 
option that OWF has direct experience with is GitHub, which is a version control system that provides a 
data management system for files.  In GitHub, data are stored in repositories that are cloud-hosted.  
GitHub is somewhat similar to Google Drive and Dropbox.  Repository hosting is free for public 
repositories but private repositories require payment.  Regardless of the approach taken, it should be 
consistent with the technical capabilities of each Roundtable such as considering whether a Roundtable 
has its own website.  Greater CWCB support of Roundtables may be appropriate, such as utilizing the 
State’s Google Cloud Platform (GCP) to provide data-hosting website for each basin.  OWF has been 
working with the State to utilize the GCP for a project and it would be possible, for example, to use GCP 
to provide data and web hosting for each Roundtable. 

The workflow for IPP dataset processing might be similar to the following (Figure D3 and discussion 
below): 
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Roundtable Basin 1

Basin IPP Dataset
Excel Workbook
in version control

Publish on Roundtable 
website as table, map, etc.

Merge Basin datasets to 
statewide dataset (normalize 
dataset attribute names to be 
consistent, as needed)

Update dataset for 
tracking, BIP, other 
updates

Processed Basin and Statewide IPP Datasets
Excel Workbooks and other formats
in version control

Publish on CWCB website as 
table, map, etc.

Roundtable Basin N (repeat for all roundtables)

Basin IPP Dataset
Excel Workbook
in version control

Publish on Roundtable 
website as table, map, etc.

Update dataset for 
tracking, BIP, other 
updates

Statewide Analysis

 
Figure D3.  IPP Dataset Handling Workflow. 

 

1. Original basin IPP datasets are published on each Basin Roundtable’s website (or the CWCB’s 
website or the Colorado Water Plan website) in a machine-readable format such as an Excel 
workbook. 

2. Edits to the dataset are made and noted in the “ChangeLog” tab of the workbook.  The edited 
dataset is then republished to the website, either replacing the original dataset or added as new 
file (perhaps with a timestamp) to indicate an updated version of the dataset.  Keeping an archive 
of old versions is helpful given that such versions are referenced in specific versions of studies 
and analyses.  OWF has been evaluating using platforms such as GitHub that track changes to 
electronic files and such a system could be used to track versions of the IPP dataset.  Ideally, the 
chosen platform allows collaboration with a “gatekeeper” on edits and tracks changes and 
versions. 

3. The dataset is processed with TSTool (or other software) to create a standardized dataset that is 
compatible with other basin IPP datasets.  It would be possible to have a link to the TSTool 
command file that details how the data are processed so that the processing is transparent.  The 
software that is used must support reading datasets from Excel worksheets, performing data 
manipulation such as filtering and cleaning data and outputting formats such as merged datasets 
and formats suitable for creating maps and tables for web publishing. 

4. The standardized dataset (containing IPPs for all 9 basins) is then published to each Basin 
Roundtable’s website, CWCB website, Colorado Water Plan website, GitHub repository and/or 
the Colorado Information Marketplace website in a machine-readable format to allow for 
statewide analysis and visualization. 

5. Visualizations such as maps that use dataset attributes can be created using the statewide 
dataset. Links to example visualizations that utilize the IPP dataset will be provided via one of the 
above-mentioned websites. 
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6. The above input datasets and processed products can be used by Roundtables, consultants, 
CWCB staff, CWCB Board and IBCC members as appropriate. 
 

D.4 RECOMMENDATIONS TO LINK IPP DATASET TO OTHER DATASETS 

The IPP dataset has the potential to be linked to other datasets, for example: 

• StateMod – the Project ID can be used as the node identifier in StateMod modeling (12-character 
limit).  

• Source Water Route Framework (SWRF) – the SWRF contains a shapefile of points representing 
confluences of tributaries to streams with an attribute table that provides the GNIS ID and name 
of the tributary and also the GNIS ID and name of the stream to which the tributary joins.  Using 
this information, it would be possible to determine all of the IPPs associated with an entire 
watershed, not just a single river.  This information could assist with stream management 
planning. 

• CWCB Grant programs - WSRF and Water Plan Grant applications could be updated to contain a 
question that asks if there is a Project ID for the project.  
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Appendix E: Dataset Electronic Files 

The Open Water Foundation has created a private GitHub repository for electronic files related to this 
memorandum. Note that a GitHub log-in is required to access the information; contact Open Water 
Foundation to obtain a log-in or to request the information outside of the GitHub platform. 

 

https://github.com/OpenWaterFoundation/swsi-data-ipps  

 

The README file for the repository explains files that are included in repository including original data 
files, TSTool command files, processed output, and documents.  

 

https://github.com/OpenWaterFoundation/swsi-data-ipps
https://github.com/OpenWaterFoundation/swsi-data-ipps

